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The Who Drum Play Along Volume 23 Bookcd
This book/CD package has been developed so that the beginning to intermediate drummer can practice in a wide range of styles along with
all-star musicians Mike Stern on guitar and John Patitucci on bass. The styles covered include straight eighths, shuffle (blues), sixteenth-note
feel, hip-hop (jazz funk), pop ballad, reggae (shuffle), and rock. Contains perforated "road map" charts for each tune.
(Drum Play-Along). The Drum Play-Along series will help you play your favorites songs quickly and easily. Just follow the drum notation,
listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, and then play along using the separate, sound-alike backing tracks! The lyrics are
also included for reference. Songs: Baba O'Riley * Bargain * Behind Blue Eyes * The Kids Are Alright * Long Live Rock * Pinball Wizard * The
Seeker * Won't Get Fooled Again.
(Drum Book). If you're new to the drums, you are probably eager to learn some songs. This one-of-a-kind collection provides an accessible
combo of drum notation and kit legends for the most popular songs drummers like to play from artists like the Beatles, Nirvana, U2 and
Metallica. Songs include: American Idiot * Beast of Burden * Clocks * Free Fallin' * Give It Away * Hurts So Good * La Grange * My
Generation * Peg * Shake It Off * Smells like Teen Spirit * Under Pressure * Walk This Way * Wipe Out * You Really Got Me * and more.
Book contains the melodies, and a code inside the book allows access to online audio play-along tracks.
Ultimate play-along drum trax
Aquiles Priester
A Method Book for the Development of Complete Independence on the Drum Set
Drums
Journey
Tenor Saxophone

Miscellaneous Percussion Music - Mixed Levels
Lead sheets feature the drum parts as well as vocal lines.
This book will help drummers gain a deeper knowledge of drum-chart reading and interpretation through the performance of 40
songs in a variety of styles (Afro-Cuban, Rock, Jazz, Brazilian, Reggae, and more). Each style starts with simple drum charts, and
gradually builds to more complex and demanding compositions. The accompanying CD contains all the songs included in the book
allowing the drummer to play along with the tracks while following the related drum charts.
John Bonham is one of the legends of rock 'n' roll, and his drumming style helped to elevate Led Zeppelin to greatness. This
revised edition contains 23 of Bonham's most famous drum transcriptions from his work with the legendary Led Zeppelin. Also
included are editor's notes from each record and note-for-note transcriptions. Titles include: *Good Times, Bad Times *Babe I'm
Gonna Leave You *Dazed and Confused *Communication Breakdown *Whole Lotta Love *Heartbreaker *Living Loving Maid
(She's Just a Woman) *Immigrant Song *Black Dog *Stairway to Heaven *Misty Mountain Hop *The Song Remains the Same
*Over the Hills and Far Away *The Crunge *D'yer Mak'er *No Quarter *Achilles Last Stand *Nobody's Fault but Mine *Fool in the
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Rain "Thanks to Joe Bergamini's usual perfectionism, we have an accurate historical record of one of the greatest rock drummers
of all time for the enjoyment and education of today's drummers and all future generations to come. Highly recommended not just
for Bonham fans or Rock 'n' Rollers but for all drummers, regardless of style." -Tiger Bill's DrumBeat
Rock Songs for Kids
Tommy Igoe - Groove Essentials
The Best Beginner Drum Book
(Drums)
Snare Drum Play-along
Note-for-Note Transcriptions of 23 Classic John Bonham Drum Tracks

(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along series! Just follow the drum
notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The
lyrics are also included for quick reference. 7 songs, including: Afterlife * Almost Easy * Bat Country * Beast and the Harlot *
Nightmare * Scream * Unholy Confessions.
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just follow the drum
notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The
lyrics are also included for quick reference. Includes: Children of the Grave * Iron Man * N.I.B. * Paranoid * Sabbath, Bloody
Sabbath * Sweet Leaf * War Pigs (Interpolating Luke's Wall).
Each book in the Ultimate Play-Along series features the finest professionally recorded tracks, complete transcriptions,
detailed explanations, and performance notes. Each song has demonstration tracks that can be used for learning and
practice and then turned off to allow playing parts along with the CD. Solos are fully demonstrated and explained. Finally,
the book drummers worldwide have been waiting for, the ultimate drum transcription with audio play-along from drumming
pioneer Virgil Donati. This package presents songs selected from two of Virgil's classic recordings, Serious Young Insects
(On The Virg) and Universe (Planet X). These explosive compositions, mixed with and without drums, are meticulously
transcribed and broken down. Included are several breakout exercises with audio loops and double bass drum
performances that have been slowed down for easy understanding and execution. Also included are simple song charts and
road maps to follow along with to improve your skills. A must-have for Virgil's fans, this book will take you inside the artistic
and rhythmic mind of one of the true inspirational visionaries in the drumming community!
Learn the secrets of renowned Heavy Metal drummer Aquiles Priester. His newest instructional book, The PsychOctopus
Play Along, delivers a dynamic innovative yet practical style for drummers of all skill levels. Meticulously transcribed by
Eduardo Tucci, this book highlights 10 musical scores from Hangar's The Reason of Your Conviction (2007) and Infallible
(2009). Gain insight to countless drum fills, and the unique perspective of AquilesPriester's musical analysis on songs such
as:-A Miracle in My Life -Colorblind -Forgive the Pain -Forgotten Pictures -Hastiness-Like the Wind in the Sky-Some Light to
Find My Way -The Garden -The Infallible Emperor (1956)-The Reason of Your ConvictionWith over 200 pages of detailed
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arrangements, plus a bonus play along CD. Bring home one of today's most sought after progressive metal drumming
experts. Whether you're a fan or just looking to innovate your playing technique, The PsychOctopus Play Along is a must
have for all drumming community
Songs for Beginners
Buddy Rich Songbook
Drum Play-along, Includes Downloadable Audio
Funk
Easy Rock Songs
Drum Techniques of Led Zeppelin

Miscellaneous DVD
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along series! Just follow the
drum notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate
backing tracks. The lyrics are also included for quick reference. 8 songs, including: Beautiful Day * Desire * I
Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For * Mysterious Ways * New Year's Day * Pride (In the Name of Love) *
Sunday Bloody Sunday * Where the Streets Have No Name. Audio is accessed online using the unique code
inside the book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multi-functional
audio player that allows you to slow down audio without changing pitch, set loop points, change keys, and pan
left or right.
Drum Set Music - Mixed Levels
Titles are: Swingin' for the Fences * La Almeja Pequena * Hunting Wabbits * Whodunnit? * Count Bubbas
Revenge * Get in Line * Horn of Puente * The Jazz Police * High Maintenance * Cut 'n Run.
Buddy Rich
U2 - Drum Play-Along Volume 34
Bob Marley
Drum Play-Along
First 50 Songs You Should Play on Drums
The ultimate play along for jazz drummers
(Berklee Guide). Play jazz with tremendous facility and authentic vocabulary. Learn to develop your own sound, perform a
wide variety of essential jazz time feels, and improvise dynamic fills and solos, taught in the tradition of Alan Dawson and
other Berklee luminaries of drum education. This approach to jazz drumming presents a unique blend of four-way
coordination, comping vocabulary, and soloing/improvisation concepts, infused with world rhythms. It will help you to
develop a deep, practical understanding of how to play jazz drums, and to develop your own personal sound and style. You
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will learn to: * Deepen your sense of swing and overall timing * Understand the ride cymbal's critical role in jazz time-keeping
* Apply the rudimental language of jazz * Develop your independence, via some of the great Alan Dawson's signature
exercises and "The Rudimental Ritual" * Play brushes and brush patterns * Improvise captivating drum set solos *
Incorporate world rhythms into jazz * Read and interpret drum charts
The Afro-Cuban Big Band Play-Along book and CD gives the drummer/percussionist an opportunity to play contemporary AfroCuban music in a big band setting. The book and CD includes six charts from the Grammy(R) Award-winning Caribbean Jazz
Project album, Afro-Bop Alliance (featuring Dave Samuels). The tracks, minus the drum/percussion parts, will give the player
an opportunity to solo and experiment with a variety of groove and/or style variations.
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just follow the drum
notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The
lyrics are also included for quick reference. The audio files are accessed online for download or streaming and include
PLAYBACK+ features that allow you to adjust the recording to any tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: ABC (The
Jackson 5) * Happy (Pharrell) * I Love Rock 'n' Roll (Joan Jett & The Blackhearts) * I'm a Believer (The Monkees) * Let's Get It
Started (Black Eyed Peas) * Low Rider (War) * Surfin' U.S.A. (The Beach Boys) * Yellow Submarine (The Beatles).
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just follow the drum
notation, listen to the CD to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The lyrics
are also included for quick reference. The audio CD is playable on any CD player. For PC and MAC computer users, the CD is
enhanced so you can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: Cissy Strut * Cold Sweat, Part 1
* Fight the Power, Part 1 * Flashlight * Pick Up the Pieces * Shining Star * Soul Vaccination * Superstition.
Level 1
Drum Play-Along Volume 15
The PsychOctopus Play Along
The Who Drum Songbook
Wipe Out & 7 Other Fun Songs
Drumset/Percussion
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just follow the drum notation, listen to the
audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also included for quick
reference. The audio files are accessed online for download or streaming and include PLAYBACK+ features that allow you to adjust the
recording to any tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: Believer (Imagine Dragons) * Can't Feel My Face (The Weeknd) * Heathens
(Twenty One Pilots) * Human (Rag 'N' Bone Man) * Lonely Boy (The Black Keys) * My Songs Know What You Did in the Dark (Light Em Up)
(Fall Out Boy) * Paradise (Coldplay) * Unsteady (X Ambassadors) * Wish I Knew You (The Revivalists).
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(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just follow the drum notation, listen to the
CD to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also included for quick reference.
The audio CD is playable on any CD player. For PC and Mac computer users, the CD is enhanced so you can adjust the recording to any
tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: Already Gone * Heartache Tonight * Hotel California * Life in the Fast Lane * The Long Run *
One of These Nights * Tequila Sunrise * Witchy Woman.
(Drum Book). 250 songs are featured in this jam-packed collection of drum charts with kit legends and lyric cues. Songs: American Girl * Bad
Case of Loving You * Crazy in Love * Don't You (Forget About Me) * Eye of the Tiger * Free Bird * Green Onions * Happy * I'm Gonna Be
(500 Miles) * Just Dance * Life Is a Highway * Mambo No. 5 (A Little Bit Of...) * Mustang Sally * New Sensation * Pour Some Sugar on Me *
Rolling in the Deep * Satin Doll * Sledgehammer * Tequila * Uptown Funk * Walk This Way * Wipe Out * Y.M.C.A. * Zoot Suit Riot * and more.
(Drum Play-Along). PLay your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . JUst follow the drum notation, listen to the
audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. THe lyrics are also included for quick
reference. THe audio files are accessed online for download or streaming and include PLAYBACK+ features that allow you to adjust the
recording to any tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: Believer (Imagine Dragons) * Can't Feel My Face (The Weeknd) * Heathens
(Twenty One Pilots) * Human (Rag 'N' Bone Man) * Lonely Boy (The Black Keys) * My Songs Know What You Did in the Dark (Light Em Up)
(Fall Out Boy) * Paradise (Coldplay) * Unsteady (X Ambassadors) * Wish I Knew You (The Revivalists).
Eagles
Green Day
Guitar Play-Along
Drum Play-Along Volume 5
Easy-to-Use Drum Charts with Kit Legends and Lyric Cues
Ultimate Play-Along for Drums
Alfred's Ultimate Play-Along series gives you everything you need to jam with your favorite songs. This
book contains exact drum transcriptions, music notation, lyrics, and chords to eight Journey classics.
For your convenience, in addition to the complete song charts, drum-only charts are included in the book
and printable PDF versions are embedded on the provided enhanced CDs. There are two audio versions of
every song on the included CDs: an instrumental sound-alike recording, and an instrumental accompaniment
track without drums so you can play along. When you use the CDs in your Mac or Windows-based computer,
the TNT (Tone 'N' Tempo) Changer lets you access three versions of each song: the full-instrumental
sound-alike, the instrumental accompaniment without drums but with a constant click track, and the
instrumental accompaniment without drums and without a click track. Plus, the TNT software allows you to
easily loop sections for practice, slow tracks down or speed them up without changing the pitch, change
the key, and switch back and forth between the full-instrumental and play-along tracks. Titles: Don't
Stop Believin' * Faithfully * Lights * Lovin', Touchin', Squeezin' * Open Arms * Send Her My Love *
Separate Ways * Who's Crying Now.
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(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along series! Just
follow the drum notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using
the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also included for quick reference. Includes 8 Aerosmith
songs: Back in the Saddle * Draw the Line * Dream On * Last Child * Mama Kin * Same Old Song and Dance *
Sweet Emotion * Walk This Way.
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along series! Just
follow the drum notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using
the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also included for quick reference. 8 songs, including:
Birdland * Dancing Men * Groovin' Hard * Keep the Customer Satisfied * Love for Sale * Mercy, Mercy,
Mercy * Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) * Nutville.
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just
follow the drum notation, listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using
the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also included for quick reference. The audio is enhanced so
you can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: Hawaii Five-O Theme *
Let There Be Drums * Sing, Sing, Sing * Tequila * Walk Don't Run * Who Do You Love * Wipe Out * Woo-Hoo.
Guns N' Roses
Ultimate Drum Play-Along Led Zeppelin
Black Sabbath Drum Play-Along Volume 22
Top Rock Hits
Afro-Cuban Big Band Play-Along
Berklee Jazz Drums

(Guitar Play-Along). The Guitar Play-Along series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and easily! Just follow the tab,
listen to the audio to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along using the separate backing tracks. The melody
and lyrics are also included in the book in case you want to sing, or to simply help you follow along. 8 songs: Could You Be
Loved * Get Up Stand Up * Is This Love * Jamming * No Woman No Cry * Stir It Up * Three Little Birds * Waiting in Vain. Pick up
the corresponding Drum and Bass Play-Along volumes so your whole band can jam together.
(DRUM PLAY-ALONG). Drum tab and play-along CD for the following songs: American Idiot * Basket Case * Boulevard of Broken
Dreams * Brain Stew * Longview * Minority * Wake Me Up When September Ends * When I Come Around.
Proficiency as a drummer has always come from great hand dexterity. However, with the introduction of modern drumming
techniques, it has become increasingly necessary to gain complete independence of both the hands and feet. With various
rhythmic exercises in easy-to-read notation, 4-Way Coordination is designed to guide the drummer from simple patterns to
advanced polyrhythms. Through the study of this method book, the student will gain invaluable listening skills and techniques
that will provide insight to drumming in all styles.
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The goal of this play-along series is to provide the jazz drummer with material that will be challenging, informative, and
musical. It features jazz tunes based on standard jazz repertoire. While there is no written melody, there are a number of
melodies that one can sing over the existing chord changes. These tunes give the player a chance to practice comping,
soloing, trading fours and eights, working on ride cymbal sound, etc. Contents: Introduction * How to Improve Your Time *
Bebop Drum Patterns * Slow-Medium Tunes * Fast Tunes * Drum Tracks * Essential Recording List * Tunes Every Musician
Should Know * CD Index.
The Beatles
The Drummer's Fake Book
DREAM THEATER DRUM PLAYALONG
Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band Play-Along
Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band Play Along
The Drummer's Play-Along: 40 Songs in a Variety of Styles with and Without Drums, Book & CD
Part of the Authentic Playalong Series, this title contains eight songs, everyone a rock classic, transcribed from the original
recordings for bass, with a recorded soundalike CD with full demos and backing tracks.
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along series! Just follow the drum notation,
listen to the CD to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also
included for quick reference. The audio CD is playable on any CD player, and also enhanced so PC & Mac users can adjust the
recordings to any tempo without changing the pitch! 8 songs, including: Birdland * Dancing Men * Groovin' Hard * Keep the
Customer Satisfied * Love for Sale * Mercy, Mercy, Mercy * Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) * Nutville.
(Drum Play-Along). Play your favorite songs quickly and easily with the Drum Play-Along Series . Just follow the drum notation,
listen to the audio to hear how the drums should sound, then play along using the separate backing tracks. The lyrics are also
included for quick reference. The audio files are accessed online for download or streaming and include PLAYBACK+ features that
allow you to adjust the recording to any tempo without changing the pitch! Includes: All Right Now * Fight for Your Right (To Party)
* Gimme Some Lovin' * Highway to Hell * Learning to Fly * Seven Nation Army * Sharp Dressed Man * Sweet Home Alabama.
Play Along With 8 Great-Sound Tracks
Ultimate Realistic Rock Drum Method
Avenged Sevenfold (Songbook)
4-Way Coordination
Melodic Rudiments with Backing Tracks in All Styles
Play Along with 8 Great-sounding Tracks
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